Town of Edisto Beach
Starfish Award Nomination Criteria

Employee Award Criteria

☞ Employee goes above and beyond their normal duties.
☞ Demonstrates dedication to inspiring and exemplifying high-quality work
☞ Demonstrates initiative, enthusiasm, strong interpersonal skills, tact and a sense of fairness
☞ Demonstrates willingness to provide leadership and assistance to others
☞ Demonstrates a commitment to high standards
☞ Demonstrates creativity that goes beyond the normal expectation of the job and produces positive tangible outcomes
☞ Demonstrates an exceptional attitude in promoting the Town of Edisto Beach.

Public Award Criteria

☞ People are the most important element of any community - and we are proud to have a tradition of recognizing the vital role our residents play in strengthening Edisto's quality of life. This ensures outstanding citizens are acknowledged and honored for their contribution to Edisto Beach.

Employee Incentive

☞ Three Starfish Awards equal one day of administrative leave. The Employee must submit a leave request specifying the use of the Starfish Award administrative leave day. Leave must be used in the year earned.
Disclaimer
A Town of Edisto Beach Starfish award has no monetary value, nor can it be transferred to another Town employee.